End Times

ACROSS
1. Contemn
8. Oldness, in the answers to the starred clues
11. Onomatopoetically-named jazz genre
14. Said
15. Morgue job, briefly
16. Farm animal popular in rebuses
17. Protects
18. Dearest
20. Desire for liquid refreshment
21. *It can be inferred from the expiration date on a prescription bottle
22. Insurgent slave Turner
23. Scotsman's nickname
24. Each
25. Fictional circumnavigator Phileas ____
27. *The best is over 40
30. Frozen treat
31. Serpent's dupe, notoriously
32. Swallowed rapidly
36. RR stop
37. Something to admire from a hilltop
39. Exist
40. Beverage poured from a kettle
42. Italian three
43. Wear, as a sleeve
44. *57 in 2019, for the Rolling Stones
46. Horse food
47. Stir
49. In the past
50. Sept. and Oct., e.g.
51. *37, in "Moonraker"
54. Recurring themes
57. Farrier's job
58. Hamlet's friend
59. Male cat
60. Holy Frenchwoman, abbr.
61. Writer of poems about the deceased
62. Brief letter sign-off
63. She, objectively
64. Picks

DOWN
1. It gets all over everything
2. Inscribe
3. Rigid
4. *As old as you are, more or less
5. "____ my case"
6. Mailed
7. Newspaper workers, briefly
8. Habitual user
9. Aim
10. English countess's husband
11. Ecru
12. Freeholder
13. Hanger alternative
19. Grabbable suit part
21. *Over 18, usually
23. Go from one place to another
25. Water inhabitant
26. Prefix meaning "eight"
27. Common pie ingredient
28. Think the same way
29. Gal's mate
33. Leechlike
34. Quod ____ demonstrandum
35. Ottoman rulers
37. Ocean
38. Therefore
41. Steak type
43. *Slightly less than that of the head, for most people
45. Knife
47. Loathe
48. Condemns
49. Knife
50. Sept. and Oct., e.g.
51. *37, in "Moonraker"
52. Food container
53. Poker stake
54. Underground animal
55. Pugilist's weapon
56. Drunks
57. Pig habitation
58. Men